How Water Changes The
Earth’s Surface

Almost 3/4’s of the Earth’s surface is covered by water! Water exists on Earth as ice - a solid, as a liquid and as an invisible gas
called water vapor. Water has the ability to change forms over and
over again. Every living thing - plants, animals and people depend on water to live.
Liquid water evaporates from our oceans, lakes and streams. As
the water vapor rises (or evaporates) into the air, it cools. Water
vapor then condenses back into liquid water when it falls back to the
Earth. We call that precipitation.
Some of the precipitation soaks into the soil. It becomes part of
the groundwater. It may stay in the ground for hundreds of years.
Some precipitation runs off and flows back into rivers, lakes, and
oceans. As the water flows across the Earth’s surface, it makes
channels or canyons. and the water moves the soil along with it. It
deposits soil in new places and wears down the rocks. Water in
rivers, lakes and oceans will change into water vapor again, continuing the cycle.
The same holds true as the snow melts on mountaintops. Water
changes from a solid state of snow and ice becoming a liquid state
as it flows down the mountain. Over time, this moving water wears
down or weathers the rock. Weathering is the term geologists use
to describe the breaking down of rocks into smaller pieces. Rocks
weather until they become a small grain of sand. The stream of
water carrying the smaller rocks and grains of sand joins with others and form small rivers. As more streams and rivers empty into
it, a small river becomes a larger one. The river bed grows deeper
and wider. The current slows down and soil and sand are deposited. Rivers keep flowing until they reach the ocean. A large
area of soil and rock deposited by a river at the mouth of a river is
called a delta.
As the water flows over the Earth’s surface, it shapes the land.
Over millions of years, canyons are formed. The Grand Canyon is
10 to 15 miles wide and it is almost a mile deep!
High up in the mountains where it is very cold, the snow never
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melts. Glaciers
are
formed.
Glaciers
are
large bodies of
ice and compacted snow.
They are found
in high mountains and at the
poles. As the
glacier grows
larger
and
heavier,
the
weight of ice
pressing down
causes the bottom of the glacier to melt a
little.
This
causes the glacier to slide
Melting Glaciers in the Swiss Alps
downhill and as
they slide, they pick up rocks and boulders. Again it works like
sandpaper and carves out mountain valleys.
At the ocean shore, the pounding of waves breaks down rock. It
grinds them into sand. All these kinds of weathering are called mechanical weathering. Mechanical weathering is weathering that
breaks rocks apart without changing their chemical makeup.
In the winter months, precipitation falls onto rocks. It may be rain
or snow. The sun causes it to melt and it seeps into the cracks of
the rock. At night when it gets colder, the water freezes. When it
freezes, it expands. It forces the rock to crack and break apart.
This process of water freezing and thawing to break apart rock is
called ice or frost wedging.
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